**Degree Candidate Entrance Information**

**WEST SIDE**

- **Barnard** - candidates meet on Barnard’s Campus and process over to Morningside Campus at 8:55 a.m. to join the procession. They will cross at 118th Street before processing through the Earl Hall gate. At 117th Street and Broadway, candidates follow the Traffic Marshal to line up near the **YELLOW** balloons to the west of Low Library.

- **Business School** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway or the 120th Street gates. Line up near the **ORANGE** balloons south of Uris Hall.

- **GSAPP** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway or the 120th Street gates. Line up near the **LILAC** balloons just southeast of Earl Hall.

- **GSAS** - candidates should enter through the 120th Street gates. Line up near the **TAN** balloons to the northwest of Uris Hall.

- **Journalism** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway. Line up near the **GREEN** balloons northeast of Earl Hall.

- **Public Health** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway. Line up near the **LILAC** balloons in front of Earl Hall.

- **Professional Studies** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway or the 120th Street gates. Line up near the **GREEN** balloons south of Havemeyer Hall.

- **General Studies** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway. Line up near the **BLUE** balloons in front of Lewisohn Hall.

- **SEAS** - candidates should enter through the Earl Hall gate at 117th Street and Broadway. Line up near the **BLUE** balloons on the north plaza of Dodge Hall, by the top of the Dodge steps of Low Plaza.

**EAST SIDE**

- **Columbia College** - candidates should enter through any of the upper campus entrances except for the Grove entrance (119th and Amsterdam). Line up near the **LIGHT BLUE** balloons on the east side of Low Library and Uris Hall.

- **Teachers College** - candidates should enter through the 120th Street entrances. Line up near the **PURPLE** balloons northeast of Uris Hall.
• **Physicians and Surgeons** - candidates should enter through the Chapel Gate entrance at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **PINK** balloons on the plaza north of Kent Hall.

• **Dental Medicine** - candidates should enter through the Chapel Gate entrance at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **PINK** balloons on the plaza north of Kent Hall.

• **Nursing** - candidates should enter through the Chapel Gate entrance at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **PINK** balloons on the plaza north of Kent Hall.

• **SIPA** - candidates should enter through the International Affairs Building and go to the 6th floor to access Ancel Plaza. Line up near the **LIME** balloons. Candidates can also enter through Wien Courtyard.

• **Law** - candidates should enter through Jerome Greene Hall and go to the 3rd floor to access Revson Plaza. Line up near the **RED** balloons. Candidates can also enter through Wien Courtyard.

• **School of the Arts** - candidates should enter through Chapel Gate at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **BROWN** balloons on Revson Plaza. Candidates can also enter through Wien Courtyard.

• **Human Nutrition, Physical Therapy, and Occupational Therapy** - candidates should enter through the Chapel Gate entrance at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **BROWN** balloons on Revson Plaza. Candidates can also enter through Wien Courtyard.

• **Social Work** - candidates should enter through the Chapel Gate entrance at 117th Street and Amsterdam. Line up near the **BROWN** balloons on Revson Plaza. Candidates can also enter through Wien Courtyard.